
Seemingly overnight, an outbreak can become an epidemic. Health departments and other agencies dealing with public health need the tools to help 
them get in front of a public health situation as quickly as possible. 

As a result, the CDC has identified and communicated the need for Coordinated Call Centers at regional or state levels for responding to public health 
emergencies like coronavirus and influenza pandemics and measles outbreaks.

STAY IN FRONT OF AN OUTBREAK WITH EFFICIENT OUTREACH AND PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT

Fear of an outbreak in any community creates intense demand on already taxed emergency services. For example, a bulletin from the CDC or a  
news story can cause an influx of citizens into emergency rooms—most of whom are not critically ill.

Built on the Microsoft Power Platform and the Common Data Service, AKA’s DynamicsAdvantage for Public Health Outbreak Tracking and Monitoring is 
an accelerator that helps you quickly and efficiently configure a call center that automates the process of identifying, tracking and monitoring cases in 
the fastest, most effective way possible.

DynamicsAdvantage automates critical processes,  
making it easier for you to gather critical information  
on those at risk, make recommendations on next steps, 
and follow through with getting people tested, monitor-
ing them, tracing their potentially exposed contacts, 
and keep everyone up to date with detailed reporting.

Benefits:

> Identify outbreaks through a variety of  
information channels

> Quickly configure call centers and self-service 
portals to address a specific outbreak with  
pre-built intake surveys 

> Track potentially exposed or infected citizens and 
trace recent contacts

> Dispatch health officials to locations visited by infected citizens

> Respond to inbound inquiries and perform outbound follow-up calls/letters to citizens who might be infected

> Monitor at-risk citizens based on CDC, state, and local protocols to isolate the specific disease and report back the results

BE READY FOR ANY EVENT OR CRISIS WITH A QUICKLY CONFIGURABLE SOLUTION

Lack of preparedness is the number one reason health events become bigger problems. With DynamicsAdvantage, health departments and agencies 
get a platform designed for fast, easy call center configuration, customized for each specific outbreak. With a flexible, easy-to-configure platform, 

Public Health Outbreak Tracking and Monitoring
Built on Microsoft Power Platform, AKA’s Public Health Outbreak Tracking accelerates efforts to take control  
of an outbreak or epidemic 
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you can tailor your call center to the exact requirements of any illness or event— 
from the type of information gathered to messaging and responses.

This accelerator framework makes it easy to develop different templates for  
questionnaires as well as response and follow-up procedures based on the illness or 
event. The flexible platform makes it fast and easy to make adjustments to support 
constantly changing situations and the needs of the community. 

Through an easy-to-use, self-service portal, your staff can quickly determine  
next steps:

> Those who qualify for further testing or treatment can schedule their test right 
away, with the portal offering the closest treatment center to their home. 

> Those who do not qualify are diverted away from the ER and other already  
overburdened facilities, adding to their workload, wasting precious medical 
supplies, and risking the spread of the illness. 

> Those who test positive are also automatically prompted to provide  
recent contacts so your agency can stay ahead of the outbreak through  
contact tracing.

STAY INFORMED WITH DASHBOARDS AND DETAILED REPORTING

You and others need to stay on top of the many details involved with an outbreak. 
Using Power BI, DynamicsAdvantage makes it easy to report on exactly what you 
need to track, including survey results and volume, individuals and their contacts 
and progress, recommendations made, and more so you can adjust processes as 
needed and track overall progress.  
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ABOUT AKA ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
AKA specializes in making it easier to do business, simplifying processes and reducing  
risks. With agility, expertise, and original industry solutions, we embrace projects  
other technology firms avoid—regardless of their complexity. As a true strategic partner,  
we help organizations slay the dragons that are keeping them  
from innovating their way to greatness.

Why AKA?

AKA Enterprise Solutions has the experience,  
expertise, and credentials to help governments  
establish and maintain strong connections with  
their citizens:

> GSA IT Schedule 70, #GS35F499CA

> Microsoft Preferred Services Partner  
for Government

> Microsoft Gold Partner, 11-time Inner Circle, Dy-
namics U.S. Partner of the Year Finalist

> Experience with federal government security  
and privacy policies, such as FISMA, HIPAA,  
PHI, and PII

AKA has been helping the Public Sector  
successfully support programs within  

entities including the Administration for  
Children and Families, the U.S. Department 
of Veterans Affairs, Fairfax County, Virginia, 

Chesterfield County, Virginia, 
and the City of New York.


